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Electron recombination with multicharged ions via chaotic many-electron states
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We show that a dense spectrum of chaotic multiply excited eigenstates can play a major role in collision
processes involving many-electron multicharged ions. A statistical theory based on chaotic properties of the
eigenstates enables one to obtain relevant energy-averaged cross sections in terms of sums over single-electron
orbitals. Our calculation of low-energy electron recombination of Au251 shows that the resonant process is 200
times more intense than direct radiative recombination, which explains the recent experimental results of
Hoffknechtet al. @J. Phys. B31, 2415~1998!#.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we give a quantitative explanation of t
puzzle of electron recombination with Au251. We also dem-
onstrate how to calculate the contribution of ‘‘chaotic’’ mu
tiply excited states of the compound ion, which mediate el
tron recombination with complex many-electron ions.

Experimentally, this process was studied recently at
UNILAC heavy ion accelerator facility of the GSI in Darm
stadt @1#. In spite of a high energy resolution@2# the mea-
sured recombination rate did not reveal any resonances
only showed two broad structures around 30 and 80
However, its magnitude at low electron energies«;1 eV
exceeded the radiative recombination~RR! rate by two or-
ders of magnitude@3#, although the observed energy depe
dence was close to that of RR.

It is well known that recombination rates are often e
hanced by dielectronic recombination~DR!. In this process
the incident electron is captured in a doubly excited state
the compound ion, which is then stabilized by photoem
sion. Suggested originally by Sayers, it was first conside
by Massey and Bates@4# in the problem of ionospheric oxy
gen. Later, DR was found to be important for the ionizati
balance in the solar corona and high-temperature plasma
general@5#. Electron-ion recombination has been measu
directly in the laboratory since the early 1980s@6#. More
recently, the use of heavy-ion accelerators and electron c
ers of ion storage rings has greatly advanced the experim
@7,8#. Recombination rates for many ions have been m
sured at electron energies from threshold to hundreds of e
tron volts with resolution of a fraction of an eV@9–15#. For
few-electron ions the measured rates were in good agree
with theory, which included the contribution of DR res
nances on top of the RR background, e.g., in He1 @16#, Li-
like C41 @15# and Ar151 @9,14#, and B-like Ar131 @17#. How-
ever, more complicated ions, e.g., Au501 @13# and U281 @12#,
showed complicated resonance spectra and strongly
hanced recombination rates at low electron energies. In
ticular, in U281 the theory was able to explain the main res
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nant features in the range 80–180 eV, but failed to iden
the resonances and reproduce the rate at smaller ene
@18#. The situation in Au251 @1# looks even more puzzling.

II. MANY-ELECTRON EXCITATIONS

In Ref. @19# we suggested that electron recombinati
with Au251 is mediated by complexmultiply excitedstates of
Au241, rather than ‘‘simple’’ dielectronic resonances. Ele
trons could be captured in these states due to a strong
figuration interaction in this open-shell system. The grou
state of Au241 is described by the 1s2 . . . 4d104 f 9 configu-
ration. Figure 1 shows the spectrum of relativistic sing
particle orbitals of Au241. The occupied orbitals~below the
Fermi level! are found in a relativistic Dirac-Fock calcula
tion of the Au241 ground state, and the excited state orbit
~above the Fermi level! are obtained by solving the Dirac
Fock equation for an electron in the potential of Au251

1s2 . . . 4f 8.
The single-particle spectrum of Au241 does not have large

gaps. Using the single-particle orbitals we have genera
many-electron configurations, evaluated their energies,
estimated the energy density of multiply excited states@19#.
Owing to the ‘‘gapless’’ single-particle spectrum, the dens

r FIG. 1. Energies of occupied and vacant single-particle orbi
of Au241 obtained in a Dirac-Fock calculation.
©2002 The American Physical Society13-1
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increases rapidly as a function of energy, as described by
Fermi-gas-model ansatz@20#,

r~E!5AE2nexp~aAE!, ~1!

with A531.6, n51.56, anda53.35 a.u.@21#, whereE is
the energy above the ground state in atomic units, which
use throughout the paper.

Ionic eigenstates are characterized by their total ang
momentum and parityJp, and are 2J11 times degenerate
Therefore the total level density can be broken into a sum
partial level densities:r(E)5(Jp(2J11)rJp(E). The exci-
tation spectrum of Au241 near the ionization thresholdE
5I'27.5 a.u. contains manyJ ranging from 1

2 to 35
2 @19#.

Their distribution is in agreement with statistical theo
@20,22#, which predicts that at a given energyrJp are pro-
portional to the function

f ~J!5
2~2J11!

~2Jm11!2
expF2

~2J11!2

2~2Jm11!2G , ~2!

where Jm is the most abundantJ value. Numerically for
Au241 we find Jm' 9

2 .
Using Eq. ~2! one can estimate the partial densities

rJ5rJ11rJ2. f (J)r/^2J11&, where^2J11& is an aver-
age overf (J) @23#. For the most abundant angular momen
J;Jm , and assuming rJ1'rJ2, we have rJp(E)
5AJpE2nexp(aAE) with AJp'0.15. Near the ionization
threshold this givesrJp'3.63104 a.u., which means tha
the spacing between the multiply excited states with a gi
Jp is very small:D51/rJp;1 meV. This would explain
why individual autoionizing resonances in electron recom
nation on Au251 could not be resolved experimentally@19#.
However, the large density of multiply excited states is o
a ‘‘kinematic’’ reason behind the experimental observatio
because we have not yet proved that the electron can act
be captured in these states. In what follows we analyze
dynamics of electron capture and show that the residual C
lomb interaction between the electrons~i.e., that beyond the
mean field! makes for an efficient capture and accounts
the observed enhanced recombination rate.

Taking into account this interaction is the key problem
many-electron processes. In general, this can be achieve
constructing a basis of many-electron statesFk from single-
particle ~e.g., Dirac-Fock! orbitals, and solving the eigen
problem for the Hamiltonian matrixHik5^F i uĤuFk&, which
yields the eigenvalues En and eigenstates uCn&
5(kCk

(n)uFk& of the system ~configuration interaction
method!. For open-shell systems with a few valence ele
trons, e.g., rare-earth atoms, this becomes an increas
difficult task. The density of states grows very rapidly wi
the excitation energy, and finding the eigenstates requ
diagonalization of ever greater matrices.

On the other hand, when the level density is high and
two-body interaction is sufficiently strong the system
driven into a regime ofmany-body quantum chaos, where
the effect of configuration mixing can be described stati
cally. This regime is characterized by the following@24,25#.
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~i! Each eigenstate contains a large numberN of principal
componentsCk

(n);1/AN, corresponding to the basis stat
Fk which are strongly mixed together.~ii ! Owing to the
strong mixing, the only good quantum numbers that can
used to classify the eigenstates, are the exactly conse
total angular momentum and parityJp and the energy.~iii !
The degree of mixing in this regime is in some sense co
plete, i.e., all basis states that can be mixed~within a certain
energy range; see below! are mixed. The notion of configu
rations based on the single-particle orbitals becomes lar
irrelevant for the purpose of classifying the eigenstates. E
eigenstate contains substantial contributions of a few nea
configurations.

This strong mixing takes place in a certain energy ran
uEk2Enu&Gspr, whereEk[Hkk is the mean energy of the
basis state andGspr is the so-calledspreading width. More
precisely, the mean-squared value ofCk

(n) as a function of
Ek2En , can be described by a Breit-Wigner formula

uCk
(n)u25N21

Gspr
2 /4

~Ek2En!21Gspr
2 /4

, ~3!

with N5pGspr/2D fixed by the normalization(kuCk
(n)u2

.* uCk
(n)u2dEk /D51. The decrease ofCk

(n) for uEk2Enu
.Gspr is a manifestation of perturbation theory: the adm
ture of distant basis states is suppressed by large energ
nominators. Apart from this systematic variation, the comp
nentsCk

(n) behave as Gaussian random variables.
This picture of many-body quantum chaos is supported

numerical studies of nuclei@24#, complex heavy atoms@25#,
and ions@19#. In particular, in Ref.@19# we performed a
limited study of configuration mixing in Au241 by diag-
onalizing the Hamiltonian matrix for two out of many con
figurations close the ionization threshold, name
4 f 5/2

3 4 f 7/2
3 5p1/25p3/25g7/2 and 4f 5/2

3 4 f 7/2
3 5p1/25d3/25 f 7/2 @26#.

These two configurations alone produce a total of 143 3

many-electron states withJ between1
2 and 171

2 . Even for a
givenJ the size of the Hamiltonian matrix is large, e.g., the
are 1254 states withJ15 13

2
1 ~neglecting the 2J11 degen-

eracy!. This calculation has shown that the configurati
mixing in this system is essentially complete, since t
weight of each configuration in every eigenstate is close
50%. We have also obtained a value for the spreading w
in Au241, Gspr'0.5 a.u., which allows one to estimate tha
typical eigenstate near the ionization threshold containsN
;23104 principal components.

III. RECOMBINATION

For low-energy electrons the contribution of the autoio
izing states~resonances! to the recombination cross section
given by ~see, e.g., Ref.@27#!

s r5
p

k2 (
n

2J11

2~2Ji11!

Gn
(r )Gn

(a)

~«2«n!21Gn
2/4

, ~4!
3-2
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where«5k2/2 is the electron energy,Ji is the angular mo-
mentum of the initial~ground! target state,J are the angular
momenta of the resonances,«n5En2I is the position of the
nth resonance relative to the ionization threshold of the co
pound ~final-state! ion, andGn

(a) , Gn
(r ) , andGn5Gn

(r )1Gn
(a)

are its autoionization, radiative, and total widths, resp
tively @28#. When the resonance spectrum is dense,s r can be
averaged over an energy intervalD« which contains many
resonances,D!D«!«, yielding

s̄ r5
2p2

k2 (
Jp

2J11

2~2Ji11!D K Gn
(r )Gn

(a)

Gn
(r )1Gn

(a)L , ~5!

where ^•••& means averaging. If the fluorescence yieldv f

[Gn
(r )/(Gn

(r )1Gn
(a)) fluctuates weakly from resonance

resonance~see below!, one can writes̄ r5s̄cv f , where

s̄c5
p2

k2 (
Jp

~2J11!G (a)

~2Ji11!D
~6!

is the energy-averaged capture cross section, andG (a) is the
average autoionization width.

Unlike complex multiply excited statesCn , the initial
state of the recombination process is simple. It describe
electron with the energy« incident on the ground stateF i of
the target, which is often dominated by one configurati
For example, in the ion of interest it is Au2514f 8, Ji56 @19#.
The autoionization width is given by perturbation theory

Gn
(a)52pu^CnuV̂uF i ;«&u2

52p(
k,k8

Ck
(n)* Ck8

(n)^F i ;«uV̂uFk8&^FkuV̂uF i ;«&,

~7!

where V̂ is the electron Coulomb interaction, and the co
tinuum states« are normalized to unit energy interval. Ave
agingGn

(a) over the chaotic statesn with En'I 1«, we make
use of the fact that their components are random and un
related, which leads to

G (a)52p(
k

uCk
(n)u2z^FkuV̂uF i ;«& z2. ~8!

Being a two-body operator,V̂ can move only two electron
at a time. Therefore, a nonzero contribution toG (a) is given
by the basis states that differ from the initial stateuF i ;«& by
the positions of two electrons, and in Eq.~8! we need to sum
over doubly excitedbasis statesFd only. With the help of
Eq. ~3! the capture cross section~6! becomes

s̄c5
p

k2 (
d

2J11

2~2Ji11!

Gspr2pu^FduV̂uF i ;«&u2

~Ed2I 2«!21Gspr
2 /4

. ~9!

This form makes it clear@cf. Eq. ~4!# that the two-electron
excitationsFd play the role ofdoorway statesfor the elec-
01271
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tron capture process. Since these states are not the e
states of the system they have a finite energy widthGspr.

The wave function of a doorway state can
constructed using the creation-annihilation operatorsuFd&
5aa

†ab
†aguF i&, wherea[nal a j ama and b[nbl b j bmb are

excited single-electron states, andg[ngl g j gmg corresponds
to a hole in the target ground state.~Note that we are using
relativistic Dirac-Fock orbitalsnl jm.! Of course, to form
doorway states with a givenJ the angular momenta of th
electrons and ionic residue must be coupled into the t
angular momentumJ. However, the 2J11 factor and sum-
mation overJ implied in Eq. ~9! account for all possible
couplings, and we can simply sum over the single-elect
excited statesa,b and hole statesg, as well as the partia
wavesl j of the continuous-spectrum electron«. As a result,
we have

s̄c5
p2

k2 (
abg,l j

Gspr

~«2«a2«b1«g!21Gspr
2 /4

3(
l

^a,biVlig,« l j &
2l11 F ^a,biVlig,« l j &

2~2l11!(
l8

~21!l1l811H l
l8

j a

j b

j
j g

J
3^a,biVl8i« l j ,g&G , ~10!

where«a , «b , and«g are the orbital energies, the two term
in square brackets represent the direct and exchange co
butions, and̂ a,biVlig,« l j & is the reduced Coulomb ma
trix element:

^a,biVlig,d&

5A~2 j a11!~2 j b11!~2 j g11!~2 j d11!

3j~ l a1 l d1l!j~ l b1 l g1l!S l
0

j a

2 1
2

j d
1
2
D

3S l
0

j b

2 1
2

j g
1
2
DRl~a,b;g,d!. ~11!

Herej(L)5@11(21)L#/2 is 0 ~1! for an odd~even! L, and

Rl~a,b;g,d!5E E r ,
l

r .
l11 @ f a~r ! f d~r !1ga~r !gd~r !#

3@ f b~r 8! f g~r 8!1gb~r 8!gg~r 8!#drdr8

~12!

is the radial Coulomb integral,f and g being the upper and
lower components of the relativistic orbital spinors.

Equation~10! is directly applicable to targets with closed
shell ground states. If the target ground state contains
tially occupied orbitals, a factor
3-3
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ng

2 j g11 S 12
na

2 j a11D S 12
nb

2 j b11D , ~13!

wherena , nb , andng are the orbital occupation numbers
the ground stateF i , must be introduced on the right-han
side of Eq.~10!. Steps similar to those that lead to Eq.~10!
were used to obtain mean-squared matrix elements of op
tors between chaotic many-body states@25,29#.

The chaotic nature of the multiply excited statesCn can
also be employed to estimate their radiative widthsGn

(r ) .
Electron-photon interaction is described by a single-part
dipole operatord̂. Any excited electron inCn may emit a
photon, thus leading to radiative stabilization of this sta
The total photoemission rateGn

(r ) can be estimated as
weighted sum of the single-particle rates,

Gn
(r ).(

a,b

4vba
3

3c3
z^ai d̂ib& z2

3 K nb

2 j b11 S 12
na

2 j a11D L
n

, ~14!

wherevba5«b2«a.0, ^ai d̂ib& is the reduced dipole op
erator between the orbitalsa andb, and^•••&n is the mean
occupation number factor. SinceCn have large numbers o
principal componentsN, their radiative widths display sma
1/AN fluctuations. This can also be seen if one recalls th
chaotic multiply excited state is coupled by photoemission
many lower-lying states, and the total radiative width is t
sum of a large number of~strongly fluctuating! partial
widths. A similar effect is known in compound nucleus res
nances in low-energy neutron scattering@20#.

There is a certain similarity between Eqs.~10! and ~14!
and those for autoionization and radiative rates obtained
so-called configuration-average approximation@30#. In both
cases the answers involve squares or products of two-b
Coulomb matrix elements@see the direct and exchange term
in Eq. ~10!#, or single-particle dipole amplitudes@Eq. ~14!#.
However, there are a number of important differences
tween the present results and the configuration-average
proximation. The latter considers dielectronic recombinat
and introduces averaging over configurations as a mean
simplifying the calculation. The DR cross section is averag
over an arbitrary energy intervalD«, and only the configu-
rations within this energy range contribute to the avera
Effects of configuration mixing as well as level mixin
within a configuration are neglected.

On the other hand, our method applies to complex~open-
shell! systems with an extreme degree of configuration m
ing. The dielectronic states involved in Eq.~10! are only
doorways to the more complicated multiply excited res
nance states that mediate recombination. The averaging
formed in deriving Eqs.~5! or ~10! is done over an energ
interval D« which contains several resonances. It is sm
owing to very small spacings between the resonances,
does not appear explicitly in the final formula. In the regim
of strong configuration mixing characterized byGspr, the
weighted averaging over a number of two-electron doorw
01271
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configurations expressed by Eq.~10! does take place natu
rally within the system. It is not enforced as a calculati
tool by the researcher.

It is important to compare the radiative and autoionizat
widths of chaotic multiply excited states. Equation~14!
shows thatG (r ) is comparable to the single-particle radiativ
widths. On the other hand, the autoionization widthG (a), Eq.
~8!, is suppressed by a factoruCk

(n)u2;N21 relative to that of
a typical dielectronic resonance. A comparison of Eqs.~6!
and~9! also shows thatG (a) is suppressed asD/Gspr. There-
fore, in systems with dense spectra of chaotic multiply e
cited states the autoionization widths are small. Physic
this happens because the coupling strength of a two-elec
doorway state to the continuum is shared between m
complicated multiply excited eigenstates. As a result, the
diative width may dominate the total width of the res
nances,G (r )@G (a), making their fluorescence yield close
unity. Our numerical results for the recombination of Au251

presented in Sec. IV, confirm this scenario.
The resonance recombination cross section should

compared with the direct radiative recombination cross s
tion

sd5
32p

3A3c3

Zi
2

k2
lnS Zi

n0kD ~15!

obtained from the Kramers formula by summing over t
principal quantum number of the final state@19#. HereZi is
the ionic charge (Zi525 for Au251), andn0 is the principal
quantum number of the lowest unoccupied ionic orbital (n0
55). Note that the direct and energy-averaged resona
recombination cross sections of Eqs.~15! and~5! have simi-
lar energy dependences. Therefore, for the purpose of c
paring with experiment we can evaluate the cross section
one low energy, say«50.5 eV. This energy is much greate
than the thermal energy spread of the electron beam@2# and
the cross sections can be compared directly to the experim
@1#.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Numerical calculations of the cross section from Eqs.~10!
and~13! involve summation over the orbitals shown in Fig.
and electron partial waves up toh11/2. Here we also use the
fact that the Au251 ground state is to a good approximatio
described by the 4f 8 configuration. The latter is true becaus
this configuration is separated from any excited state c
figurations by an energy gap greater than the spread of
4 f 8 configuration itself. This ensures that admixtures
higher-lying configurations to the ground state are sm
@32#.

As a result, we obtain the capture cross sections̄c
523310216 cm2 at «50.5 eV. A comparison with Eq.~6!
shows that the sum, which contains the autoionization wid
is

s̄c

k2

p2
5(

Jp

~2J11!G (a)

~2Ji11!D
50.305. ~16!
3-4
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It is worth mentioning that direct terms in the sum~10!
dominate strongly over the exchange terms, their respec
contributions to Eq.~16! being 0.3185 and20.0138. Com-
bining the result~16! with D5331025 a.u. and taking into
account that about ten differentJ and two parities contribute
to the sum, we obtainG (a);531027 a.u. On the other
hand, a numerical calculation of Eq.~14! gives G (r )53
31025 a.u. Therefore,G (r )@G (a) and v f'1. Hence, the
resonance recombination cross section is essentially equ
the capture cross section:s̄ r'23310216 cm2. This value is
in good agreement with the experimentals (expt)527
310216 cm2 @1#, and exceeds the direct recombination cro
section~15!, sd50.12310216 cm2, by a factor of 200.

Note that the relation between the radiative and autoi
ization widthsG (r )@G (a) established in the present calcul
tion is opposite to the assumption we made in Ref.@19#. This
is an important point and we shall discuss it before takin
closer look at our numerical results. It is often assumed
for autoionizing states involving electron orbitals with lo
principal quantum numbers the autoionization rate is gre
than the radiative rate. This understanding is based on
fact that autoionization is mediated by the ‘‘strong’’ Co
lomb interaction between the electrons, while the probabi
to emit a photon depends on the ‘‘weak’’ electromagne
interaction, and is inversely proportional toc3, where the
speed of light is a large number,c'137 in atomic units@31#.
In Au241 and similar complex open-shell systems the a
toionizing states are formed by strongly mixed multiply e
cited electron configurations, most of which do not have
rect coupling to the electron-target continuum. As a res
their autoionization widths are suppressed compared to th
of simple dielectronic resonances (G (a)}N21}D, see Sec.
III !, while their radiative widths retain the magnitude ch
acteristic of the single-particle transitions involved, Eq.~14!.
This leads to large fluorescence yields and, as in the cas
Au241, is important for understanding high resonance reco
bination rates.

Table I lists the most important dielectronic doorway co
tributions to the dimensionless sum in Eq.~10!, which also
determines the ratio of the autoionization width to the sp
ing between the resonances, Eq.~16!. In total they account
for about two-thirds of the total cross section. Although the
transitions have been selected according to the size of
contributions to Eq.~16!, their energies are close to th
threshold, as seen in the last column in Table I. Indeed,
spreading of configurations discussed in Sec. II allows c
figurations near the threshold,uDEu&Gspr, to contribute. On
the other hand, the contribution of configurations lying
away from threshold,uDEu@Gspr, is suppressed.

Apart from the 1/k2 factor, the scale of the energy depe
dence of the recombination cross section~10! is determined
by Gspr. Therefore, for electron energies«;1 eV !Gspr
the dimensionless sum~16! can be regarded as constant. Th
is why the energy dependence of the resonance and d
radiative recombination cross sections are similar at low
ergies, apart from a weak logarithmic factor in Eq.~15!. It is
easy to make a more detailed comparison with the exp
mental data of Ref.@1# by calculating thermally average
recombination rates:
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a~v rel!5E vs~v !expS 2
v'

2

2kBT'
DexpS 2

~v i2v rel!
2

2kBTi
D

3
2pv'dv'dv i

2pkBT'A2pkBTi
, ~17!

wherev rel is the average longitudinal velocity of the electro
beam relative to the ions,v5(v'

2 1v i
2)1/25k in atomic units,

v' andv i are the transversal and longitudinal velocity com
ponents, respectively,T' andTi are the corresponding tem
peratures of the beam, andkB is Boltzmann’s constant.

According to Ref.@1#, the two temperatures of the bea
are very different,kBTi51 meV andkBT'50.1 eV. This
allows one to do the integral in Eq.~17! analytically for the
cross section of the forms(v)5A/v2, as that of the reso-
nance recombination, to obtain

a~v rel!5AA p

2kBT'

expS v rel
2

2kBT'
D

3F12FSA v rel
2

2kBT'
D G , ~18!

TABLE I. Electron orbitals that give the leading contributions
the low-energy electron recombination on Au251.

Orbitalsa

a b g « l j
Direct

contributionb
DEc

~a.u.!

7s1/2 4 f 7/2 4d5/2 p1/2 0.0094 0.062
7s1/2 4 f 7/2 4d5/2 p3/2 0.0257 0.062
6p3/2 5 f 5/2 4 f 5/2 p3/2 0.0142 20.202
7p1/2 4 f 7/2 4d5/2 d3/2 0.0061 0.539
5d3/2 5d5/2 4d5/2 d3/2 0.0053 0.740
6 f 5/2 4 f 7/2 4d5/2 d3/2 0.0052 20.330
5d5/2 6 f 5/2 4 f 5/2 d5/2 0.0068 20.364
6 f 7/2 4 f 7/2 4d5/2 d5/2 0.0091 20.303
5 f 5/2 5g9/2 4 f 7/2 g7/2 0.0056 0.247
5 f 5/2 5g7/2 4 f 5/2 g7/2 0.0085 0.423
5g7/2 5 f 7/2 4 f 7/2 g7/2 0.0091 0.297
5g7/2 5 f 5/2 4 f 5/2 g7/2 0.0163 0.423
5 f 7/2 5g9/2 4 f 7/2 g9/2 0.0062 0.299
5 f 7/2 5g7/2 4 f 5/2 g9/2 0.0097 0.474
5g9/2 5 f 7/2 4 f 7/2 g9/2 0.0112 0.299
5g9/2 5 f 5/2 4 f 5/2 g9/2 0.0201 0.424
6g7/2 4 f 7/2 4d5/2 h9/2 0.0144 1.060
6g9/2 4 f 7/2 4d5/2 h11/2 0.0176 1.062

aa andb are the excited electron orbitals, andg is the ground-state
hole of the dielectronic doorway state;« l j is the partial wave of the
incident electron.
bDirect term contributions to the dimensionless sum in Eq.~10!,

s̄ck
2/p2, as in Eq.~16!, with magnitudes greater than 531023.

cDE5«a1«b2«g is the mean-field energy of the doorway sta
relative to the threshold.
3-5
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where F is the error function@F(0)50, and F(x).1
2e2x2

/(xAp) for x@1#. In particular, forv rel
2 @kBT' , Eq.

~18! givesa(v rel).A/v rel . The thermal averaging of the d
rect radiative recombination cross section~15! can be done
numerically. The corresponding rates are shown in Fig
together with the experimental results. Rather than show
the actual experimental data, which contain hundreds
points with error bars, we have chosen a relatively small
of points that traces out the overall energy dependence o
rate, free from uncertainties and ‘‘noise.’’

As expected, the energy dependences of the reson
and direct recombination rates are very close, although
latter is about 200 times smaller. There is a good ove
agreement between the resonance rate and experimenta
at electron energies above 1022 eV. As explained in@3#, the
enhanced experimental rates at low electron energies are
likely to have anything to do with the electronic structure
the target ion. Moreover, experiments with bare ions sh
that this type of enhancement is limited to the meV a

FIG. 2. Electron recombination rate on Au251. The solid line is
the thermally-averaged resonance recombination rate as give
Eq. ~18! with A50.3053p2 a.u. @cf. Eq. ~16!# and T'50.1 eV.
The dashed line is the velocity-averaged radiative recombina
rate obtained using Eq.~15! and multiplied by 190. Solid circles
represent the experimental results of Ref.@1#.
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sub-meV electron energy range, and does not have a
high-energy ‘‘tail,’’ which would enhance the rate at«
;0.1 eV and above.

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In summary, we have shown that a dense spectrum
chaotic multiply excited states can play a major role in t
dynamics of electron recombination with many-electr
multicharged ions, and possibly other processes, e.g., ch
transfer in collisions between multiply charged ions and n
tral atoms. Based on the chaotic nature of these states
have developed a statistical theory which enables one to
culate energy-averaged cross sections for processes th
via such resonances. Applied to the recombination of Au251,
the theory shows that the contribution of resonances exce
that of direct radiative recombination 200 times, which e
plains the recent experimental findings@1#.

Although electron recombination with Au251 seems an
exotic example, the occurrence of dense spectra of mult
excited strongly mixed states~‘‘many-body quantum chaos’’!
is a rather common phenomenon in atoms and molec
~see, e.g.,@33,34#!, as well as in nuclei@24#, and, possibly,
mesoscopic solid-state systems such as quantum dots@35#.
Therefore, we are dealing with a general phenomenon.
main theoretical problem here is to describe such states
develop a statistical theory that would allow one to calcul
their properties and obtain observable quantities, e.g., c
sections, in a situation where it is impracticable and of
impossible to perform exact diagonalization of a hu
Hamiltonian matrix. Over the past few years considera
progress has been made toward such a theory@24,25,29,36#.
However, more work is needed on both the theoretical a
experimental sides.

From this point of view complex multicharged ions can
regarded as laboratories for studying many-body quan
chaos, and the process of low-energy electron recombina
could be a very useful tool for such studies.
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